We love hearing about your experiences. Reviews are a great way to share both positive and
negative feedback to the community. All reviews and recommendations should be helpful and
trustworthy. Please make sure that reviews you leave about a venue you’ve visited, are honest
representations of the customer experience. To get your review published as quickly as possible,
please ensure the following:
Keep it Classy (San Diego)
Don’t worry we won’t be marking you on spelling or grammar. However, we do request that all
reviews are kept squeaky clean. Please don’t use any obscene, profane or offensive language. We
will reject reviews that include sexually explicit comments, hate speech, prejudiced language, threats
or personal insults.
Play Fair
This is a level playing field and all reviews written should be impartial. The most helpful reviews
come from an unbiased perspective. Individuals or businesses who own or are affiliated with a
venue are not permitted to publish reviews about their own venue or any competing
establishments.
Stay Focused
People reading your review want to gain an understanding of what they should expect when they
visit a venue. Therefore, reviews should be relevant to your experience at said venue. Please don’t
include personally insulting language or any opinions about politics, ethics, religion or wider social
debates. Clipp does not allow reviews that promote judgement based on a person’s race, gender,
religion, sexual preference or nationality. Remember, you are here to review a venue, pure and
simple!
Chinese Whispers
We want something original and accurate so make sure it’s your advice! Your fellow Clippsters aren’t
interested in hearing what Matt told Steff he overheard Allan’s aunt telling Pete’s cat. Reviews
should be original content. We don’t want an extract of Shakespeare or any extensively quoted
material. Any review deemed to be plagiarised will be removed.
Non-commercial
Reviews act as a great form of advice for other Clippsters but keep it relevant. People are not
reading them to learn how many more patents Dyson has put on its latest vacuum. This isn’t a place
for any commercial or promotional content, so to help prevent advertising, we won’t accept any
reviews that include URLs, email addresses or phone numbers.
Private Information
Please respect your privacy and the privacy of the venues we list. We do not need to know any
personal or exclusive information andwe would not advise sharing any passwords or security codes.
Any reviews containing personal financial information, including credit card numbers, loyalty
rewards’ numbers or other financial information will also be removed. We allow only first names to
be published to our site.

Clipp reserves the right to refuse to publish a review at any time and for any reason. The opinions
expressed in reviews are those of Clipp members and not of Clipp Pty Ltd. We do not endorse the
opinions expressed by reviewers.

